Vaccine clinics in the Northeast Kingdom aim to lower case count

How to safely trick-or-treat during a pandemic

NH parents, schools bracing for vaccination delays for kids

Vermont’s October infections break pandemic record

Vt. officials highlight benefits from pandemic afterschool funding

Rutland’s Halloween parade returns

Vaccine unease: From the poliovirus to COVID-19

Super Senior: Rosie Vear

Vt. officials take aim at Northeast Kingdom COVID surge

Rutland NAACP takes the lead in coordinating BIPOC vaccination clinics

Map of pending vaccine sites for children ages 5-11 in NH

Vt. regulators review hospital sustainability

COVID rates among young children continues to surge

Shaken loose from jobs by the pandemic, many seek a different path

Vt. parents prepare for vaccine approval

Vermont winter sports get the greenlight

Analysis: CDC decision on COVID vaccine for kids could come next week

Can Vermonter be trusted to use ‘personal responsibility’ when it comes to controlling COVID?
NH Executive Council approves vaccine funding with less money, drama

Vermont to use mental health beds at VA hospital

Vt. health commissioner shares Halloween tips

Booster shots for the most vulnerable

2 Coos County communities issue temporary mask mandates

Vt. health officials push boosters; case counts dropping again

Advocates urge Governor Scott to declare state of emergency, reinstitute mask mandate

Vt. child care facilities say staffing at breaking point

Private schools see enrollment surge during pandemic

Grant to expand stress-related services for Vermont farmers

Health officials criticize rejection of NH vaccine funding

Local turkey farm finds way to avoid supply chain issues

Vermont City Marathon returns in person, cut back by half

Racial gap in COVID vaccination rates closes drastically

The Flynn reopens its doors after 19 months

Runners and organizers gear up for modified Vermont City Marathon

New Hampshire mayoral candidate dies from COVID

Utility customers have until Sunday to sign up for relief

Vermont expands booster vaccine program, adds ‘mix and match’

North Country nursing home reports cluster of COVID-19 cases
Employers try to woo workers at Rutland job fair

Burlington Record Fair returns Sunday

Sununu tours New London Barn Playhouse

Vermont rolls out plan to address strain on hospitals

Rutland hospital booster clinic looking for available arms

Vermont to add beds to relieve pressure on hospitals

UVM sees rise in COVID cases

NH official withdraws request for federal vaccination funding

Judge dismisses request to stop NH school mask mandates

Gorham Walmart closes for COVID cleaning

Scott calls on Vt. Legislature to fund permanent homeless housing

Help Wanted: GMT seeks drivers, mechanics

NH community colleges work to address nursing shortage

Facing uncertain COVID forecast, Scott urges ‘personal responsibility’

More pharmacies getting COVID/flu analyzers

Canada to ease testing requirements for short-term visitors to US

NH groups ask for remote public access to Legislature in 2022

Vermont uses COVID relief money to help child care providers

Vermont uses COVID relief money to help child care providers

Hassan: Send COVID test supplies to areas with most need
Soon-to-be brides still facing COVID-19 challenges

VYOA performing live for first time since early 2020

Vt. schools struggle to implement ‘Test to Stay’ policy

Analysis: Will UVM Health Network’s plans fix wait time problems?

What’s the solution to school bus driver shortage?

Analysis: Will US border reopening signal return to normal?

New grocery service boasts delivery to Vermont’s ‘boonies’

Governor to extend Vermont’s homeless hotel program

City shutting down Burlington homeless encampment

Tourism study finds Adirondack region fared well in 2020, despite pandemic

Rutland senior workout group gets back to business

New Hampshire rejects $27M for COVID vaccination outreach

Lawmakers, business leaders respond to US border announcement

Local economist: Supply chain issues to continue

Lawmakers respond to US border announcement

Local economist: Supply chain issues to continue

Help Wanted: Cabot Creamery looks to attract workers

City leaders exploring options for Burlington homeless encampment

UVM Health Network plan aims to address lengthy wait times, labor struggles

Milk hauler shortage drives Vermont dairy dilemma
Religious vaccine exemption stays for NY health care workers

Barre schools cope with COVID outbreak

Vermont to use COVID money to move vulnerable mobile homes

Increasing Vt. case counts an outlier in NE region

Vt. school district cancels class over bus shortage

Vermonters cross finish line at rescheduled Boston Marathon

Banner holiday weekend gives Vermont businesses a fall financial boost

Vermont school adds curriculum for careers in outdoor recreation

New Hampshire nears grim COVID milestone

Is federal workforce program paying off for Vermont’s unemployed?

Will a snow tire shortage leave you stuck this winter?

Vermont to use COVID money to move vulnerable mobile homes

Vermont educators campaigning for statewide mask mandate

Are COVID rules for schools keeping your kids out of class?

Home care workers face deadline to get vaccinated in NY

Vermont psychiatric hospital requiring vaccines after cases

Sununu: Veterans Affairs denying it requested 500M gloves

AG: NH not bound to federal mandates in COVID vaccine grants

Welch on wheeling and dealing in Washington over infrastructure plan

Nonprofits say generosity from pandemic food programs retained
Two Montpelier classes go fully remote

Vermont pediatric infectious disease specialist confident in vaccine for kids

Vermont Everyone Eats program extended to end of year

Deadline approaching for Vermonters to apply for utility bill assistance

Canada issues vaccine mandate for air travel, federal workers

Vt. lawmakers skirmish with Scott over ‘cancel Christmas’ barb

NH legislator leaves panel leadership over false COVID claims

Addiction services stretched thin as substance abuse soars in Burlington

North Country sees highest COVID positivity rate in New York

Howard Center to launch mobile opioid response effort

New York’s Clinton County sees nearly 1,000 COVID cases in September

Navigating another pandemic holiday season amid changing guidance

‘Reimagined’ Fleming Museum collection aims to address racial equity

Sununu seeks removal of panel chair over false COVID claims

NY’s largest health provider fires 1,400 for refusing shots

Delta wave appears to be receding in Vermont

Are Vermont schools too understaffed to test students for COVID?

COVID forces North Country elementary school to go remote

What is state government’s role in ongoing pandemic?

Hochul announces increased food benefits for SNAP recipients
Vermont sees 15% increase in home building permits since 2019

Taxis, ride-sharing services in short supply in Burlington area

Border closure cutting into Vermont’s tourist traffic

Court dismisses challenge to New Hampshire’s vaccine equity plan

Vermont Agency of Education preparing for COVID-19 testing

Virus surge hits New England despite high vaccination rates

Fall tourism returns; Cold Hollow on track for record year

COVID vaccine mandate takes effect for NYC teachers, staff

Public meeting on ANR’s plans for COVID relief funding

Vt. education officials release COVID testing protocols

Leaf peepers return to Green Mountains after pandemic timeout

UVM Medical Center: 93% of workers comply with vaccine mandate

New Hampshire moves to limit remote school during pandemic

Vt. tourism officials optimistic about fall foliage season

65+ group now eligible for booster shots in Vermont